We develop a new compact scheme for the second-order PDE (parabolic and Schrödinger type) with a variable time-independent coefficient. It has a higher order and smaller error than classic implicit scheme. The Dirichlet and Neumann boundary problems are considered. The relative finite-difference operator is almost self-adjoint.
Introduction

Stationary problems
The most popular implicit finite difference schemes, which approximate classic PDEs of mathematical physics, use three point stencils (for 1D problems) and have the second order of approximation. To improve the order, we can develop the stencil up to five points, however, in this case there are two significant obstacles:
• some additional boundary conditions are needed in comparison with the corresponding differential boundary problem;
• a linear algebraic system that we solve at every temporal step has to be solved with a fivediagonal matrix instead of a three-diagonal one, and therefore the number of arithmetic operations is doubled compared to the corresponding computational implementation of such a scheme.
There is an alternative approach to improve the order: to use compact finite difference schemes. We can optimally average the right-hand side of the corresponding original differential equation. For instance, we can approximate the ordinary differential equation 
by the compact finite difference equation on the equidistant grid {x j } N j=0 , x j = a + jh, h = (b − a)/N :
instead of the classic finite difference equation
Here f j = f (x j ) is a given function; u j is an approximation of the unknown solution u(x), u 0 = A, u N = B. The double-sweep method can be used to invert the same three-diagonal matrix and to obtain the solution {u j } N −1 j=1 with a better approximation [1] . Similarly, we can use the scheme u i,j + 0.2(u i,j−1 +u i−1,j + u i,j+1 + u i+1,j ) − 0.05(u i−1,j−1 + u i−1,j+1 + u i+1,j−1 + u i+1,j+1 ) = − 0.2h 2 f i,j − 0.025h 2 (f i,j−1 + f i−1,j + f i,j+1 + f i+1,j ),
to approximate with the 4-th order the Poisson equation ∆u = f (x, y), on a rectangular equidistant grid instead of the second order classic implicit scheme:
Similar compact high order schemes were used after the fast Fourier transform with respect to longitude in [1] for the solution of an elliptic system of PDEs on S 2 . The equations have singularities at the points of the poles, and special boundary conditions at the ends of the segment [−π/2, π/2] (according to [2] ) with respect to latitude. There is a separate asymptotic in the poles for every Fourier-mode. The computational effectiveness is essential here because this elliptic system is an important ingredient of weather forecasting models. It is applied to the every vertical level on every time step in the forecasting model, see e.g. [3] .
There are a few ways to determine coefficients for the compact difference scheme for a given PDE. One of the main ideas is to use a truncated Taylor series expansion ( [4, 5, 6] ); in [7] it is used together with the Pade approximation. Another approach is to utilize the central difference by expanding the leading truncation error term until the desirable order is reached ( [8, 9] ). For both approaches symbolic computations are used extensively to get rid of exhaustive algebraic manipulations. In our works ( [10, 11] ), we develop a much simpler approach based on undetermined coefficients, which also uses computational algebra packages to derive the coefficients of the compact scheme. However, the majority of the formulae have been constructed for linear differential equations with constant coefficients only.
There was an exception: differential equations with a variable coefficient in the low-order term. For instance, the ordinary differential equation
may be approximated in the following way:
-it is a corollary of the relation (2) . If the coefficient ρ(x) is a non-positive function, then the corresponding three-diagonal matrix is (according to the Gershgorin theorem, see e.g. [1] ) negative definite.
Evolutionary PDEs with a single spatial variable
The computational approach, which uses compact high order schemes can be developed for evolutionary PDEs, e.g. for the diffusion equation and for the Schrödinger one, see e.g. [10] .
Compact difference schemes can be also developed for linear PDEs with a variable coefficient in the low-order term, e.g. to diffusion equation or Schrödinger equation with a potential. In this work, we focus on the important type of PDEs: 1D parabolic equations. Namely, we approximate the diffusion equation with a variable smooth positive coefficient:
where
Then we consider the Leontovich -Levin (Schrödinger-type) equation i ∂u ∂t = P u + f , and construct a similar compact scheme for it.
Earlier we constructed the 4-th order compact finite difference scheme for the first boundary problem for the linear ordinary self-adjoint equation:
where the coefficient θ(x) is strongly positive and smooth [12] . If the coefficient θ(x) is discontinuous at the point x * ∈ (a, b) in equation (4), the special confinement boundary conditions are necessary to provide fulfillment of the mass (or energy) conservation law as well as the high convergence rate, see [13] .
Note. The linear operator P is self-adjoint in the space of smooth functions under homogeneous Dirichlet conditions in the sense of Hilbert metric L 2 [0, 2π]. The spectrum of the selfadjoint operator P is real and negative. Therefore, the resolving operators R(t) = exp(P t), t > 0 of the mixed initial-boundary problem in the space is self-adjoint and contractive.
Note. The linear operator P under periodical or homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions is L 2 -self-adjoint, too. However it is non-positive, and resolving operators R(t) are contractive on the orthogonal complement to the one-dimensional subspace of constants in L 2 . The case of the Neumann boundary conditions is more difficult than the Dirichlet one for the compact finite-difference approximation. To provide high order of the scheme, we use wide stencils at the endpoints in two time moments. If the simplest approximation u 0 = u 1 = 0 of the Neumann conditions is used, we obtain the first order of error decrease instead of the fourth one.
Multidimensional problems
Multidimensional equation
is a natural generalization of the equation (3) .
If the coefficients ρ and ϑ are constant, then the coefficients of the relative compact scheme are obtained without strong difficulties. Certainly, the result depends on the choice of the difference scheme grid: rectangular, triangular, or hexagonal. The compact scheme for the Poisson equation may be constructed for such grids as well as the rectangular grid in polar coordinates, see [11, 14] . The compact schemes may be developed ( [10, 15, 16] ) for diffusion equation with a constant coefficient, too.
The case of equation (5) with an arbitrary smooth variable coefficient θ is more difficult. However, the case of the coefficient, which depends on one variable x 1 only, may be reduced to the case considered here if the area G is a direct sum of segments and/or circumferences, i.e. if we can use the fast Fourier transform with respect to variables x 2 , . . . , x n . Such examples for the Helmholtz equation (or similar system) was considered in [1, 3] for G = S 2 , where x 1 is the latitude, x 2 is the longitude, see also [17] . The special kind of boundary conditions (individual for any longitude Fourier mode) should be used here at the polar points. Otherwise, we do not obtain a desirable order of approximation. The compact schemes for the 4-th order of approximation of the second order elliptical linear PDE (Helmholtz-type) with a variable coefficient were constructed in [9, 18] . The fourth order elliptical PDE with variable coefficient was considered in [19] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe the "compact approach" to finite-difference approximation: for the positive smooth coefficient θ (Sect. The coefficient θ(x) in equation (3) for all the physical problems is non-negative. Otherwise, the Cauchy problem for equation (3) is incorrect in the Hadamard sense. The special case when θ(x) is non-negative and has zeros is not considered here. For the compact scheme construction we need to explicitly determine the derivatives of θ(x) in the grid points. Since the coefficient θ(x) is smooth and strongly positive, we approximate it locally (in the vicinity of an arbitrary internal grid point x j ) by the exponential function θ(x) = exp(ρ(x)), where ρ is an arbitrary real function. To ensure that the resulting compact scheme has a high order, we approximate ρ(x) by the 4-th order polynomial:
where y = x − x j , and then we determine the coefficients c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 by using the interpolation conditions. We assume that relation (6) is exact at the points y = −h, −h/2, h/2, h, see Fig. 1a . Thus, for every j we obtain four linear algebraic equations, where θ k = θ(x k ), for these four undetermined coefficients: 
, which are used in order to obtain the coefficients of scheme (7) . Monomials, which are denoted as white circles, are unnecessary to obtain the coefficients yet the equation (7) holds on them.
We solve the system and obtain the following solution c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , where
In the simplest case of θ(x) = const we obtain the trivial solution:
Test functions and the corresponding coefficients for the implicit compact scheme
We construct the scheme on six-point two-layer stencils (see Fig. 1b ):
We assume that the relation (7) holds for several test exact solutions of equation (3): u , f .
We use here the basis of test functions
shown by black circles on the diagram k 1 , k 2 (Fig. 1b) . We substitute all of them to relation (7) to obtain a system of 11 homogeneous linear algebraic equations for the coefficients of compact scheme (7) at an arbitrary inner grid points x j , j = 0, N . We add to the system one normalizing linear non-homogeneous equation a 0,j = C * = const > 0 (see [1, 10, 12, 13] ) and solve the 12-th linear algebraic system; see the obtained 12 coefficients in Table 1 , 2. Table 1 : Coefficients for the left-hand side of compact scheme (7), expanded with respect to degrees of h. Here, r − = θ(x j )/θ(x j − h), r + = θ(x j )/θ(x j + h). We choose the normalizing constant C * in a way to provide the coefficients in the most algebraically simple form. Table 2 : Coefficients for the right-hand side of compact scheme (7), expanded with respect to degrees of h.
Note. If these 11 linear algebraic equations hold, the algebraic linear homogeneous connections, which correspond to the white circles on Fig. 1 , hold without any additional conditions. In other words, the rank of the 15-th order matrix of the homogeneous linear algebraic system, which corresponds to all test functions (8) at k 1 = 0, . . . , 4, k 2 = 0, 1, 2, is equal to 11 only.
Note. The finite difference compact scheme for the diffusion equation strongly corresponds to the similar compact scheme for the ordinary differential equation
with u * j in the equation (7). In other words, we calculate the coefficients
If we divide the equation by the function ν j = θ(x j )τ h −2 , we obtain exactly the 4-th order compact scheme, which approximates a linear 2-nd order ordinary differential equation, see [13] . It is not a trivial statement, because the coefficients of compact scheme (7) can be changed, if we use another set of test functions instead of set (8).
Compact approximation of the Neumann boundary conditions
Let us consider the equation (3) under the Neumann boundary conditions ∂u ∂x x=0,L = 0.
We consider here the compact approximation for the left boundary in the form:
where α k j , β k j , j = 0, 1, 2; k = 0, 1 are the coefficients which are determined by the basis of test functions < u * *
. This set of basis functions is a subset of one on the diagram k 1 , k 2 on Fig. 1 . We do not use here the test functions u * * k 1 ,k 2 ∈ {x, xt, xt 2 } as they are in contrary to the boundary conditions, e.g. if u * * = x, then ∂u * * ∂x x=0
We construct the linear algebraic system for the coefficients of equation (9) and obtain the following solution:
•
We also obtain the similar coefficients for the Neumann boundary conditions at the right boundary. We note that 4 − th approximation order cannot be obtained on a two-point stencil for boundary conditions as the linear algebraic system will be over-determined because we obtain too many equations for the selected number of variables (coefficients).
Numerical experiments confirm the 4 − th order of approximation for the joint usage of the compact difference scheme (22) and compact boundary conditions approximation (9), see Fig. 9 , 16. We have constructed similar coefficients on the two-point stencil and reduced approximation order, i.e. with α 
Our numerical experiments show that the basis set reduction affects the approximation order, see Fig. 10 . This result differs from the one in [18] , where the compact difference scheme was used to approximate the Helmholtz equation.
The classic approximation of Neumann boundary conditions is the following:
Approximation (10) provides the second order for a classic Crank -Nicolson scheme (see Sect. 2.4), however, for the compact scheme (7) we obtain the first order only, see Fig. 10 .
Classic implicit scheme
We compare the compact scheme (7) and the results of our numerical experiments with classic (see e.g. [20] ) ones. The implicit second order finite difference scheme for (3) can be written in the following form:
The alternative versions for the right hand-side approximation are:
or
Our numerical experiments demonstrate very similar errors for these versions of the implicit scheme, see Table 3 .
Implicit scheme (11) is, in fact, a version of the well-known Crank -Nicolson scheme. The scheme
where A is a negative definite self-adjoint operator is unconditionally stable in both finite-and infinite-dimensional cases. Let us consider the transition operator for the implicit scheme in the case of f (x) ≡ 0. The matrices A new and A old (see Section 3.6) are self-adjoint. They commute because their difference is proportional to the identity matrix. Therefore, like operators R for (4), the finite dimensional operator (matrix) A −1 new A old is self-adjoint and contractive in the Euclidean metric l 2 . Therefore, the unique limit u * j = lim n→+∞ u n j exists for any stationary forcing f = f (x). The implicit scheme is unconditionally stable.
The Leontovich -Levin (Schrödinger-type) equation
Compact scheme (7) can be modified to approximate the PDE
which is known as the Leontovich -Levin equation, see e.g. a review [21] . Here i is an imaginary unit, the solution Ψ = Ψ(t, x) is a unknown complex-valued function, the positive function (coefficient) θ = θ(x) is known, as well as the complex-valued function f = f (x). This equation describes e.g. an electromagnetic field of the linear vibrators. Note. If the coefficient θ is constant, equation (14) is the famous Schrödinger equation, see e.g. [1, 10] .
The operator iP is skew self-adjoint in the space L 2 [0, 2π], and therefore the resolving operator exp(iP t) of the mixed initial-boundary problem in the space is unitary.
In the case of f ≡ 0 the first integral of equation (14) under Dirichlet (or Neumann, or periodical) boundary conditions exists:
If we multiply the coefficients ν j in Table 1 by the imaginary unit i, we obtain the compact finite difference scheme, which approximates equation (14) with the 4-th order; see its error in Table 8 , where we compare its error with the error of the classic second order implicit scheme with the same temporal and spatial steps τ and h.
3 Numerical experiments for parabolic equations
Sample solutions
We use several sample solutions with various properties both for diffusion and for Leontovich -Levin equations for various boundary conditions. These solutions were chosen to differ from the test functions used for scheme construction. 
Hereafter we use the right-hand side f
, i.e. our analytic sample solutions are exact.
Then we consider the family of solutions which are very asymmetric with respect to x:
Here the parameter k in the sample solutions family controls their behavior near the endpoints 0 and 2π.
We also consider sample solutions with a very asymmetric coefficient θ(x):
We also consider the solution for the Neumann boundary problem for diffusion equation (3):
and for Leontovich -Levin equation (14): 
Convergence rate of the scheme
We find approximate solutions by the compact scheme (7) and by the classic implicit scheme (11) on sample solutions (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) , see Fig. 2-5 . To measure the convergence rate, we fix a Courant parameter ν , thus determining τ = h 2 |ν |/ max j θ j for every N . We can see that compact scheme (7) gives us a much smaller error than the classic implicit one, see Fig. 6, 8 and Table 3 . The error of the compact scheme in these solutions is much smaller; the compact scheme demonstrates an error of the 4-th order vs. the second order for the classic scheme. Table 4 : Error in C-norm for sample solution (17) (3) at ν = 1, T = 1. The compact scheme outperforms the classic one by both accuracy and convergence rate for sample solutions (16) with various values of k. Bilogarithmic scale.
Efficiency
In 1D case, the double-sweep method for tridiagonal matrix requires 5N multiplications and divisions. On every time step, classic scheme (11) requires double-sweep only, while usage of a compact scheme involves additional 3N multiplications for the right-hand side. We thus compare both schemes in terms of efficiency in a numerical experiment, see Fig. 7 . Compact difference scheme outperforms the classic one in experimental setup even on efficiency-based comparison with number of calculations per time step fixed. In the multidimensional case, iterative methods are widely used and are most effective. The matrix for the left hand-side is block-tridiagonal for both compact and classic schemes, the difference is the modified right-hand side, which is multiplied by another block-tridiagonal matrix. Since inversion of the left-hand side matrix is much more time-consuming, we hope that our approach will be also effective for the multidimensional case; this, however, require further investigation and numerical experiments.
Richardson extrapolation
The extrapolation Richardson method may be used to improve the schemes order. If we obtain a family of approximate solutions u = u h (t, x) at t = T , assume τ = h 2 |ν |/ max j θ j , and use Figure 9 : Errors of the compact scheme on sample solutions (18) of diffusion equation (3) at ν = 5, T = 1. Bilogarithmic scale. Joint usage of compact difference scheme (22) and boundary conditions approximation (9) shows the 4 th error decrease rate, while classic approximation (with = 0.5) decreases the error rate down to 1 st . Figure 10 : Errors of the compact scheme on sample solutions (18) of diffusion equation (3) at ν = 1, T = 1. Bilogarithmic scale. Joint usage of compact difference scheme (22) and boundary conditions approximation (9) shows the 4 th error decrease rate, while exploiting coefficients for the reduced two-point stencil results in 3 rd order. Classic approximation (with = 0.5) decreases the error rate down to 1 st .
then we can calculate u h at h = h * and at h = h * /2. Afterwards, we substitute the representation into (20) , and obtain a simple linear algebraic system: Table 5 : Error in C-norm for various sample solutions using Richardson extrapolation for scheme (7) . Compact scheme outperforms classic implicit scheme in both accuracy and convergence rate. Test solution Scheme N = 10 N = 20 N = 50 N = 100 order (15) We can improve (by using representation (20)) the order of both schemes: we improve the order for classic implicit scheme (2) up to 4-th and for compact scheme up (7)to 6-th, see the 
Cut coefficients
If we eliminate in the coefficients of compact scheme (7) terms with a power of h more than 4 (e.g. h 5 , h 6 , . . . , see Table 1 , 2), the 4-th order will be preserved. However, the absolute error may increase a bit, see Table 6 . Table 6 : Error in C-norm for various cases of coefficients of the compact scheme (3) with terms cut for sample solution (15) . ν = 1, T = 1.
Cutting terms with N = 10 N = 20 N = 50 N = 100 order h 5 and greater 1. 
Almost self-adjoint matrices
Our finite difference scheme may be rewritten in the matrix (operator) form:
We cannot prove our hypothesis: compact scheme (7) is unconditionally stable and convergent for any smooth and positive coefficient θ(x). However, we checked in multiple numerical experiments the following properties of the scheme for various cases.
The matrix M = −A −1 new A old is not self-adjoint. However, all the eigenvalues {λ j } N j=1 of matrix M are real. The stability condition |λ j | < 1 holds, and M does not have non-trivial Jordan blocks for any values ν and for various boundary conditions. Therefore, there is an Euclidean norm, where the linear operator with the matrix M is self-adjoint.
We evaluate the distance between the matrix M and the subspace of self-adjoint (symmetrical) matrices. Let us define for an arbitrary square matrix C ∈ R (N −1)×(N −1) its measure of asymmetry:
Here || · || F is a Frobenius norm in the N 2 -dimensional space of matrices. The measure S(M ) decreases as N → ∞, see Table 7 and Fig. 13 . For the classic Euclidean norm l 2 , the operator is asymptotically almost self-adjoint: S(M ) ≈ N −4 as N → ∞, see Table 7 . Note. The spectrum Spec R(t) at t > 0 of resolving operators for differential problem (4) is strongly negative under the Dirichlet boundary conditions. On the subspace of grid functions u such that u 0 = u N = 0, the spectrum of the finite-difference transition operator M Dirichlet is strongly negative at ν < ν # only, where ν # ≈ 1/3. This estimate is a result of our numerical experiments, see Fig. 12 . In the case of the Neumann conditions Spec R(t) is non-positive. The non-positiveness for the operator M N eumann is fulfilled at ν # ≈ 1/4 only. In all the cases the Spec M N eumann is wider than Spec M Dirichlet . (14) we use the following scheme on six-point two-layer stencils (see Fig. 1 ):
,j are the same as lowercase coefficients in Table 1 , 2, but all the ν j entrances should be multiplied by an imaginary unit i.
All eigenvalues of the transition operator M = −A −1 new A old are unimodal: Fig. 14) and the matrix M has no non-trivial Jordan blocks. Therefore, in the standard Euclidean space C N −1 there is a positive definite quadratic form which is conserved according to the finite difference equation (22). However, it is not trapezoidal or Simpson quadrature on There are oscillations of these quadratures (see Fig. 17 ). However, the amplitude of the oscillations decreases as O(N 3 ) at N → ∞. Thus, there is a positive definite quadratic form which conserved according to the finite difference equation (22) and tends to the standard Euclidean metric as N → ∞. The length of the arc with eigenvalues of M (see Fig. 14) depends on the Courant parameter |ν|. If the spatial step h is fixed, and the temporal step τ tends to zero, the arc contracts to λ = 1. As about the alternative limit τ → ∞, the arc develops on the whole segment [π, 2π] .
We consider the spectrum of the Dirichlet problem for (14) . Spec M Dirichlet of the operator M Dirichlet on the subspace of grid functions u such that u 0 = u N = 0. According to our numerical experiments, Spec M Dirichlet is situated at the arc of the unit circle on the complex plane, see (14) at ν = 5i, T = 1. Bilogarithmic scale. Joint usage of compact difference scheme (22) and boundary conditions approximation (9) show the 4 th error decrease rate, while classic approximation (with = 0.5) decreases the error rate down to 1 st . However, if one will use the main terms (limits of the coefficients as h → 0) of compact approximation (9), thus cutting its coefficients, the error decrease rate will be equal to 3. Table 8 : Error in C-norm for various sample solutions for Leontovich -Levin equation (14) . Here ν = i, T = 1. The compact scheme outperforms implicit scheme (11) by both accuracy and order.
Test solution Scheme N = 10 N = 20 N = 50 N = 100 order (15 Table 9 : Error in C-norm for sample solution (17) of Leontovich -Levin equation (14) . ν = 100i, T = 1. Compact scheme outperforms the implicit scheme (11) 
Summary and discussion
We have presented the 4-th order compact implicit scheme which approximates mixed problems for the 1D parabolic equation with a variable coefficient and for the Leontovich -Levin equation. We have confirmed the stability and convergence of the scheme by various numerical experiments, and it is the main result of the paper. We studied the spectral structure of transition operators of the scheme to explain the results. The scheme conserves the first integral for the homogeneous Leontovich -Levin equation.
We have compared the scheme with the classic implicit scheme and the advantages of the new scheme are clear. The number of arithmetic operations for both considered schemes is similar.
This approach may be used for approximation of various linear PDEs with variable coefficients. Moreover, it can be developed for the approximation of weakly non-linear PDE like the non-linear Schrödinger equation or the Fisher -Kolmogorov -Petrovsky -Piskunov equation. We are going to describe the extension in another article.
We have considered here the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. The compact scheme is sensitive to the quality of the Neumann conditions approximation. The special compact approximation of the Neumann condition was constructed. The function f and its derivatives must be included into the difference boundary conditions to avoid the loss of order. The compact approach to the boundary conditions approximation may be developed for other types of boundary conditions. The compact schemes are preferable for many-dimensional problems, too. Iteration approaches are effective for implementation of the implicit schemes. ; f ≡ 0, computed numerically using trapezoidal and parabolic (Simpson) quadrature. N = 50, |ν| = 1. We checked numerically that the amplitude of oscillations at small step h is proportional to h 3 for both quadratures.
